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Main focus of the paper

• Introduce FastTree-2 in details
• It’s a Maximum Likelihood optimization method
• a tool for inferring ML trees for large alignments
• It takes sequence alignment as input and output phylogeny trees

• Compare the performance of FastTree-2 with other methods
• Performance is measured by 

• RF-distance
• log-likelihood 
• running time

• Methods mainly includes:
• PhyML
• RAxML



Introduction to FastTree-2

• First recall FastTree:
• FastTree first of all is not a ML method, it’s a minimum evolution method
• It also takes sequence alignment as input and output phylogeny trees
• The process in FastTree:

• From the sequence alignment, we store the profiles for the internal nodes
• Apply variant of neighbor joining to the profiles to compute a starting tree quickly
• Then, it tries to improve the tree topology via nearest-neighbor interchanges (NNI) 

• Recall NNI, Near Neighbout Interchange, it can change tree topology 
(((A,B),C),D) to (((A,C),B),D) or (((A,D),C),B)

• FastTree performs NNI to try to reduce the length of the tree topology
• It is fast but not so accurate when comparing to ML methods (RAxML, PhyML)



Introduction to FastTree-2

• Difference between FastTree-2 and FastTree:
• Recall SPR, which is “stronger” than NNI since it allows pruning and regrafting

for example from (((A,B),(C,D)),E) we cut C and reform (((A,(B,C)),D),E)
• After computing the initial topology and refining it with NNI, FastTree-2 will 

first perform SPR and then ML NNI

• Linear SPR
• linear SPR will only perform 2 rounds of SPR moves and therefore, for each 

node FastTree-2 will do an exhaustive search for moves up to length 10

• ML NNI
• Computes the posterior distribution for each internal nodes



Linear SPR

• This step could be easily understand with visualization
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Then recursively search 
even further up to 
length 10 (assume b is 
attached to some other 
branches)

Here we exhaustively 
search edges up to 
length 2 (w.r.t to 
internal node adjacent 
to c and d)

In a tree we have O(n) internal nodes and 
for each of them we only search up to 
length 10 at so, Linear SPR is at most 
O(n) 
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ML NNI

• From the previous steps, we have already generated the topology of 
the tree and optimized the likelihood of the topology approximately, 
using Linear SPR and original NNI
• This steps focus on the further optimize the topology carefully which 

will be time consuming
• we use NNI moves and Felsenstein's pruning algorithm to score the 

tree topology, if the corresponding NNI moves generate a tree with 
likelihood better than our current maximum likelihood tree, we 
replace current best topology with the topology after NNI moves 



Testing FastTree-2

• FastTree-2 is tested on
• Simulated protein alignments (derived from COG)
• Biological dataset (16S ribosomal RNAs and on protein families from COG)

• Compared the speed and accuracy of FastTree-2 with PhyML 3.0 and 
RAxML 7 (they are the most popular ML methods)
• The topology accuracy are measured by RF-distance and we compared it for 

all the methods if it is running the simulated datasets
• For PhyML 3.0, we examine the local support values to measure the 

significance of the splits found by FastTree-2
• For RAxML 7, we further tested them on biological datasets and compared 

the log-likelihood and the support values



Results

Fig1 is the topological accuracy comparison Fig2 is the local support value difference 
On Simulate datasets between FastTree-2 and PhyML



Results

Comparison between the improvement vs time in log-
likelihood between RAxML and FastTree-2



Results

This shows that the running time of FastTree-2 compare to other ML methods is extremely fast (about 100 
times faster)



Conclusion

• FastTree-2 improved the original FastTree algorithm via adding 2 new 
phrases (Linear SPR & ML NNI)
• FastTree-2 maintained its fast speed even after adding 2 new phrases
• Compared to other ML algorithms (RAxML, PhyML), FastTree-2 is very 

close in topological accuracy, support values, log-likelihood and many 
other things but is slightly less good than those ML algorithms



Connection to my course project

• My course project aims to compare the performance of three ML 
methods: iqtree, RAxML and fastTree-2 on simulated sequence 
alignments with different indel rates and p-distance
• I will simulate sequences with same topology but will change its 

branches length and indel rates in INDELible to get sequences of 
varying features
• Then run all 3 methods on the sequences to compare the results
• And so the results of comparison between RAxML and fastTree-2 in 

this paper and its experiment set up provide important references for 
my project


